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C O N T E N T S





Waterford represents a dramatic and authentic statement of  

personal presence and influence. 

By creating the world’s finest crystal and with a rich heritage, 

Waterford distinguishes itself as the iconic Irish lifestyle brand.





Waterford City, Ireland is home to the House of Waterford Crystal, where skilled 

Waterford Crystal artisans carry on centuries old traditions of mouth blowing,  

hand finishing, sculpting and engraving. 

The rich Waterford heritage spans centuries, with origins that date to 18th century 

Ireland. Through the years, our reputation for design and innovation has elevated the 

Waterford brand to a position of worldwide recognition by consumers who consider 

Waterford the best there is for self and gift purchase.

The House of Waterford Collection pays tribute to the skilful hands of Waterford 

Crystal’s most masterful craftsmen. These crystal pieces are created to satisfy the 

imagination, pursue an inspiration or simply explore the silvery sparkling medium  

that has challenged artists for centuries.
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Australian Natural Beauty Collection

The design of the Australia’s natural beauty collection captures the diverse natural features of the Rainforest, the Outback  

and Great Barrier Reef, using the traditional cutting techniques employed by Waterford’s skilled craftsmen for decades.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Ireland

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement
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Australian Natural Beauty Collection

One of Australia’s most remarkable natural gifts, the Great Barrier Reef is one of 
The Seven Wonders of the Natural World. Celebrating the magnificent Great Barrier 
Reef, this beautiful centrepiece is designed to capture the flows and surge of surf on 

the coral reef. A series of wide wedge cuts glisten as they flow towards the top of 
the centrepiece and develop into a fine spray. The top surface undulates in a gentle 

series of sculpted flowing waves completing this stunning piece.

The Daintree Rainforest is one of the oldest continuous tropical 
rainforests in the world. The region is located on the north east coast 
of Queensland, near the Great Barrier Reef. The rich diamond cutting 
on the base portion of the vase represents the ground cover foliage of 
the rainforest. The horizontal cuts represent the clear water streams 

flowing through the forest, while the rainforest canopy is captured in a 
series of drooping rosettes and thumbprint olive fruits.

Nothing says Australia quite like our outback. The open spaces that seem 
to stretch on forever tell the story of the exploration and development of 
our wide brown land and reflect Australia’s pioneering spirit and unique 
identity. You can find the outback in every state in Australia. Designed 

to capture the sense of wilderness unique to the Australian Outback, the 
Outback pattern style is a combination of strong asymmetrical diamond 
cutting. This unique bold cutting style gives a sense of timeless simple 

beauty matching the timeless beauty of this incredible landscape.

Outback Rose Bowl 20cm 
(20cm x 20cm)

7129 211
AU$999.00  -  NZ$1,199.00

Limited Edition: 50

Daintree Vase 23cm 
(17cm x 23cm)

7129 210
AU$999.00  -  NZ$1,199.00

Limited Edition: 50

Reef Centrepiece 32cm 
(32cm x 19cm)

7129 212
AU$1,999.00  -  NZ$2,449.00

Limited Edition: 30
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Designer Studio Collection 
Ireland’s Ancient East

The Designer Studio Collection for 2017 pays homage to Waterford’s homeland, a region known as “Ireland’s Ancient East”.  

Within this lush green landscape, over 5,000 years of history lie buried within the verdant meadows, bustling towns and rugged stone 

monuments. Each landmark has its stories to tell, as indeed do the locals, who delight in telling tales that are rich in famous battles and 

magic rituals. Part of the magic of Ireland is the unique and beautiful flora and fauna that cohabitate the green landscape. The glory of 

nature provides inspiration to the talented Waterford designers that create the annual collection that they design individually. Using 

ancient skills, perfected over the centuries, they conjure flowers, birds, butterflies and butter bees. Lovingly handmade, each piece  

tells a story of this magical land.

The House of Waterford Crystal keeps the art of mouth-blown and hand-cut crystal alive in this Industrial age. The designers are  

proud to celebrate their country, and all of the beauty that nature has provided.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Ireland

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement
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Designer Studio Collection 
Ireland’s Ancient East

Butter Bee Vase 35cm 
(16cm x 35cm)

Designer: Martin Ryan
7129 320

AU$2,999.00  -  NZ$3,495.00

Limited Edition: 400

Wisteria Footed Centrepiece 30cm 
(30cm x 33cm)

Designer: Matt Kehoe
7129 323

AU$3,999.00  -  NZ$4,595.00

Limited Edition: 400

Swallow Bowl 25cm 
(25cm x 14cm)

Designer: Tom Cooke
7129 325

AU$1,999.00  -  NZ$2,295.00

Limited Edition: 400
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Maritana Collection

The Maritana collection is inspired by the Grand Opera, Maritana, composed by William Vincent Wallace, a native of  

Waterford City. First performed at Theatre Royal, Drury Lane on 15th November 1845, it opened to great critical acclaim and was soon 

showing in Philadelphia and New York. The intricate cut pattern draws its inspiration from the richness of the theme, set in Madrid. 

Maritana, a gypsy street singer, falls for the down-on-his-luck nobleman Don Caesar. Their love story, and the opulence of the  

grand opera, is brought to life in the sparkling and intricate hand-cutting. 

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Ireland

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement
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Maritana Collection

Oval Vase 35cm 
(19cm x 35cm)

7129 310
AU$2,499.00  -  NZ$2,895.00

Vase 30cm 
(25cm x 30cm)

7129 311
AU$1,499.00  -  NZ$2,295.00

Bowl 25cm 
(25cm x 15cm)

7129 312
AU$1,499.00  -  NZ$1,695.00
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The Rock of Cashel Collection is the true embodiment of Ireland’s heritage and iconic history. Designed by Martin Ryan its inspiration 

comes from an Irish landmark, the Rock of Cashel, a spectacular complex of medieval buildings set in the Golden Vale, one of the 

country’s most important historical treasures. This includes the 12th Century Round Tower, Highcross and Romanesque Chapel,  

13th century Gothic Cathedral, 15th Century Castle and Restored Hall of the Vicar’s Choral.

The beautifully crafted crystal bowls and vases bring to life both the enduring strength and calming beauty of this landmark.  

Embodying the superb hand-cutting and exceptional quality synonymous with Waterford these handmade pieces with their Gothic- 

style cuts and scalloped shapes make Rock of Cashel one of the most intricate and outstanding collections ever to be produced.

Fiercely proud of their Irish heritage, the artisans at the House of Waterford Crystal maintain the tradition of hand-made crystal  

in a modern setting. The unbreakable bond between the brand’s history and the beauty of its Irish home is lovingly showcased  

in this superb collection.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Ireland

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Rock of Cashel Collection
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Vase 35cm 
(22cm x 35cm)

7129 400
AU$1,499.00  -  NZ$1,695.00

Bowl 30cm 
(30cm x 21cm)

7129 401
AU$1,399.00  -  NZ$1,595.00

Footed Vase 28cm 
(14cm x 28cm)

7129 402
AU$999.00  -  NZ$1,095.00

Footed Bowl 25cm 
(25cm x 15cm)

7129 403
AU$999.00  -  NZ$1,095.00

Rock of Cashel Collection
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The new Tom Brennan’s Ireland collection beautifully brings to life the origin of the Waterford brand: Ireland – interpreted by  

Waterford’s Spokesperson and Master Artisan, Tom Brennan. 

The four piece collection is comprised of two bowls and two vases of different sizes hand-made in Ireland. They depict the  

sweeping green landscape of Ireland, and the hidden heart within, created by the skillful execution of the Master Cutter with  

his wedge cutting wheel.

Tom Brennan poetically describes his inspiration for this collection; “The unparalleled warmth and friendliness of its people and  

the beauty of its natural landscape will forever make Ireland a place that you will be drawn to, and the calm and peace of the land  

will create a love in your heart that will last a lifetime” 

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Ireland

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Tom Brennan’s Ireland Collection
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Tom Brennan’s Ireland Collection

Bowl 20cm 
(20cm x 13cm)

7129 413
AU$599.00  -  NZ$695.00

Bowl 25cm 
(25cm x 16cm)

7129 411
AU$799.00  -  NZ$895.00

Vase 25cm 
(13cm x 25cm)

7129 414 
AU$799.00  -  NZ$895.00

Vase 30cm 
(16cm x 30cm)

7129 412
AU$899.00  -  NZ$999.00
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This collection is a story of the brand history, featuring two of the intricate patterns that make up the active archive  

of Waterford products: Irish Lace and Araglin. 

Ireland has a long tradition of fine lace making. The Irish lace pattern takes its inspiration from this ancient craft that is still practiced 

today. It is a classic pattern that features upright wedge cuts and bands of caro cutting. This pattern is a bridge style that transcends 

traditional Waterford style to a more contemporary look. Araglin, inspired by the picturesque Irish town of the same name, was  

designed by the great Waterford designer Jim O’Leary in 1985 as a “sister pattern” to Lismore. 

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Ireland

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Archive Vases Collection
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Araglin Vase 30cm 
(17cm x 30cm)

7129 317
AU$1,299.00  -  NZ$1,495.00

Archive Vases Collection

Irish Lace Vase 30cm 
(17cm x 30cm)

7129 318
AU$1,299.00  -  NZ$1,495.00

Alana Vase 30cm 
(17cm x 30cm)

7129 316
AU$1,299.00  -  NZ$1,495.00
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The origin of Waterford brand, Ireland, shines through with this truly classic collection embodying the sweeping landscapes of  

Ireland and bringing their beauty to homes around the world. 

The House of Waterford Crystal, a global tourist attraction and the heart and soul of the Waterford brand is the birthplace of Waterford’s 

finest crafted pieces and its master craftsmen are proud to continue a legacy of beautiful design and exceptional craftsmanship.

The collection ‘With Love from Ireland’ features unique wedge and strawberry diamond cutting, designed in celebration of Irish  

heritage. The handmade Celtic-inspired pieces including a carafe, centrepiece, vase, tall urn, annual artisan bowl and a hurricane bring  

to life Ireland’s history and iconic landscapes in their varied and intricate designs.

Symbolising Ireland’s deep rooted history and breath-taking scenery, this collection creates the perfect gift for someone special or  

the perfect addition to an ever growing House of Waterford Crystal collection.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Ireland

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

With Love from Ireland Collection
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With Love from Ireland Collection

Artisan Bowl 23cm 
(23cm x 14cm)

7129 410
AU$599.00  -  NZ$695.00

Rose Bowl 20cm 
(20cm x 19cm)

7129 408
AU$999.00  -  NZ$1,095.00

Centrepiece 30cm 
(30cm x 21cm)

7129 405
AU$1,499.00  -  NZ$1,695.00

Carafe 28cm 
(12cm x 28cm)

7129 406
AU$899.00  -  NZ$999.00

Hurricane 30cm 
(19cm x 30cm)

7129 409
AU$1,199.00  -  NZ$1,395.00

Vase 23cm 
(13cm x 23cm)

7129 407
AU$849.00  -  NZ$995.00

Urn 33cm 
(16cm x 33cm)

7129 404
AU$1,799.00  -  NZ$1,995.00





 Waterford Crystal Collections
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Ardan

Taken from the Irish word meaning ‘high aspiration’, Ardan is a collection of barware, stemware and gift collection that has its  

roots in modernity of design and function. The collection is designed to be used every day, as well as for more stylish occasions, and 

features impeccable attention to detail. Within this collection, two new patterns - Enis and Mara - can be mixed and matched and 

complement each other beautifully, capturing the power and beauty of nature’s elements. Enis (pronounced ENN-ish) - in Irish means 

‘island’, is inspired by the silhouette of the Blasket Islands, southwest Ireland. Mara (pronounced MAR-uh) - an Irish word for ‘sea’,  

draws its inspirations from the wild Atlantic ocean. 

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement
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E N I S

M A R A

Ardan

Mara Vase 18cm
(12cm x 18cm)

7143 001
AU$129.00  -  NZ$149.00

Mara Bowl 15cm
(15cm x 9cm)

7143 003
AU$129.00  -  NZ$149.00

Mara Vase 22cm 
(16cm x 22cm)

7143 002
AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Mara Bowl 22cm
(22cm x 13cm)

7143 004
AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Mara Tumbler Pair
250ml

(8cm x 10cm)
7043 005

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Mara Flute Pair
200ml

(6cm x 27cm)
7043 008

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Mara Wine Pair 
280ml

(8cm x 22cm)
7043 006

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Mara Hi Ball Pair
300ml

(7cm x 14cm)
7043 009

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Enis Vase 16cm 
(7cm x 16cm)

7143 005
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Enis Tumbler Pair 
250ml

(8cm x 10cm)
7043 001

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Enis Bowl 13cm 
(13cm x 7cm)

7143 007
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Enis Flute Pair
200ml

(6cm x 27cm)
7043 004

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Enis Vase 22cm 
(9cm x 22cm)

7143 006
AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00

Enis Wine Pair
280ml

(8cm x 22cm)
7043 002

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Enis Bowl 20cm 
(20cm x 12cm)

7143 008
AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Enis Hi Ball Pair
300ml

(7cm x 14cm)
7043 003

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Enis Tray 25cm
(25cm x 3cm)

7143 011
AU$179.00  -  NZ$199.00

Ardan Packaging
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Celebration Flutes enhance each toast you make. These flutes 
are perfect for any celebratory occasion. 

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Happy Celebration Flute Pair  
145ml

(8cm x 28cm)
7081 062

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Siren Champagne Flute Pair 
100ml

(28cm Height)
7070 619

AU$249.00  -  NZ$289.00

Romance Love Flute Pair  
145ml

(8cm x 28cm)
7081 063

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Celebration Flutes
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Celebrate life’s special moments with the elegant and timeless 
Clarendon stemware collection. The brilliant facets of the world’s 
finest crystal is captured in a combination of olive and fine 
diamond patterns and accentuated in stunning colour.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Hungary

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Ruby Hock Pair
180ml

(14cm x 21cm)
7024 101

AU$449.00  -  NZ$510.00 

Ruby Flute Pair
180ml

(8cm x 25cm)
7024 106

AU$449.00  -  NZ$510.00 

Emerald Flute Pair
180ml

(8cm x 25cm)
7024 104

AU$449.00  -  NZ$510.00 

Clarendon®
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Lismore Straight Tumbler Pair
207ml  

(7cm x 8cm)
7055 135

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Lismore Footed Tumbler Pair
163ml  

(6cm x 12cm)
7055 140

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Lismore Rounded Tumbler Pair
207ml  

(7cm x 9cm)
7055 136

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Lismore Flared Tumbler Pair
177ml  

(7cm x 10cm)
7055 141

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

This is preferred by connoisseurs for tasting, sampling, sipping and evaluation 
of a whiskey’s attributes. It is fashioned with a unique tulip shape to gently 

allow warming liquor and with a narrower opening to concentrate the 
bouquet. This is the ultimate tasting tumbler for those who enjoy savouring 

their rarest single malts or pot blends.

Allows the whiskey connoisseur to enjoy a good swirl to appreciate the body 
and colour of the liquor and is ample enough to accommodate a spot of water 

or ice. The flared shape of this tumbler makes it extremely comfortable in 
the hand and allows for a pleasant and “neat” swirling experience with any 

blended scotch or Irish whiskey, or bourbon.

For the Connoisseur who enjoys their whiskey with a splash of water, a dash of 
soda or an ice cube or two. This tumbler features a universal shape wide enough 

for the liquor to breathe and perfect for all types of whiskey and bourbon.

The Flared Sipping Tumbler has a rounded bowl to comfortably warm and 
swirl the whiskey, a pinched middle to concentrate the bouquet, and a flared 

opening that releases the nuanced nose notes. Crafted for the connoisseur who 
enjoys sipping their very finest single malt or aged-blend straight, it allows for 

the full experience of taste and aroma.

Connoisseur

Developed by Waterford designers and professional whiskey 
connoisseurs, the tasting glasses are individually and specifically 
shaped to enjoy the aroma, taste and finish however the whiskey, 
scotch or bourbon is served. 

Each boxed set of six embraces different patterns from the 
Waterford Archives; Araglin, Powerscourt, Lismore, Colleen, Irish 
Lace and Alana, the crystal cuts perfectly complementing each 
other to create an eclectic, yet sophisticated display.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Cutting Technique Hand cut 

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement
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Lismore Mini Ships Decanter
429ml  

(16cm x 20cm)
7055 144

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Lismore Scotch Decanter
550ml  

(10cm x 18cm)
7055 142

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Lismore Bottle Decanter
500ml  

(10cm x 23cm)
7055 138

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Lismore Square Decanter 
750ml 

(10cm x 26cm)
7055 024

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Connoisseur

Lismore Square Decanter Set
Decanter 458ml  
Tumbler 147 ml

7055 148
AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Heritage Round Tumbler Set of 6
190ml 

(7cm x 9cm)
7052 147

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Heritage Sets Packaging

Heritage Tumbler Set of 6
207ml  

(7cm x 8cm)
7055 137

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Heritage DOF Set of 6
400ml 

(9cm x 11cm)
7052 146

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00
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Diamond Line

A celebration of light and sparkle, the Diamond Line collection will illuminate every space in the home with its clear brilliance and  

upward scattering of light. Inspired by the original Waterford Caro cut, flared shapes and a special cut border design showcase this 

intricate pattern in beautiful vases, perfect gifts and stylish stemware. The Diamond Line collection is perfect as stand-alone pieces,  

but can also layer beautifully with existing Waterford collections to create a modern meets classic look.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement
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Diamond Line

Vase 20cm
(12cm x 20cm)

7149 002
AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Martini Pair
200ml

(12cm x 17cm)
7049 702

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Bowl 20cm
(20cm x 11cm)

7149 004
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Flute Pair
115ml

(8cm x 28cm)
7049 619

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Bowl 25cm
(25cm x 15cm)

7149 003
AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Decanter
750ml

(15cm x 27cm)
7049 705

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Wine Glass Pair
300ml

(8cm x 21cm)
7049 609

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Vase 30cm
(17cm x 30cm)

7149 001
AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Tumbler Pair
290ml

(8cm x 10cm)
7049 735

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Diamond Line Packaging
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Dungarvan

Waterford Crystal Dungarvan stemware was originally introduced 
in 1986 and is inspired by the port city of Dungarvan. The latest 
interpretation of this pattern features brilliant crystal cuts and 
designs that add a stunning statement to any home.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Hi Ball Pair
385ml

(7cm x 15cm)
7063 728

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00 

Coaster
(13cm x 7cm)

7063 601
AU$229.00  -  NZ$259.00 

Pitcher
473ml

(15cm x 12cm)
7063 605

AU$289.00  -  NZ$329.00 

Decanter and DOF Set
Decanter 590ml (10cm x 24cm) 

Tumbler 207ml (7cm x 8cm)
7063 604

AU$749.00  -  NZ$850.00 

Dungarvan Packaging
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 Elysian Collection

Brandy Glass Pair 
400ml

(10cm x 15cm)
7036 623

AU$449.00  -  NZ$510.00 

Champagne Coupe Pair ✦
Amethyst (Cased) 

(11cm x 16cm)
7036 003

AU$649.00  -  NZ$750.00 

Flute Pair 
200ml 

(8cm x 27cm)
7036 619

AU$449.00  -  NZ$510.00 

Rock Glass Pair Amethyst (Cased) ✦
300ml 

(9cm x 9cm)
7036 006

AU$549.00  -  NZ$649.00

Rock Glass Pair  
350ml

(9cm x 8cm)
7036 635

AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Decanter 
900ml

(13cm x 23cm)
7036 750

AU$589.00  -  NZ$679.00 
Jo Sampson’s Elysian collection for Waterford is the ultimate in 
luxury and elegance for home entertaining. With a distinctive nod 
to old world opulence whilst embracing a modern aesthetic, the 
collection includes stemware and a gold tray to create the most 
decadent of cocktail parties. 

Made from Lead crystal and metal 

Trim 24ct gold plated on metal 
 18ct gold on crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia and Hungary (✦)

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging Gift boxed with decorative sleeve

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Elysian Packaging
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The Waterford Elegance Series is a crowning achievement of craftsmanship and the pinnacle of elite fine wine and spirits enjoyment.  
Each lead free crystal stem is uniquely contemporary in design with a clear, delicate bowl, striking deep V plunge, crisp rim, pulled stem, 

hand shaped and carved foot and modern profile. The collection includes varietal specific stemware and barware and is a hallmark of 
elegant entertaining and good taste, transforming any event into a special occasion.

Made from Lead free crystal

Trim  Products marked with a (❢) are trimmed 
with platinum

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging  Beautifully gift boxed,  
making a perfect gift

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Elegance
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Cabernet Sauvignon Pair 
790ml

(11cm x 25cm)
7061 002

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Merlot Pair
660ml

(11cm x 22cm)
7061 003

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Pinot Noir Pair
550ml 

(9cm x 25cm)
7061 004

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Syrah/Shiraz Pair 
440ml

(9cm x 22cm)
7061 005

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Chardonnay Pair 
430ml

(9cm x 24cm)
7061 007

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Tumbler Pair 
300ml

(7cm x 11cm)
7061 031

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Belle Coupe Pair 
200ml

(12cm x 15cm)
7061 021

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Pinot Gris/Grigio Pair 
510ml

(9cm x 23cm)
7061 008

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Brandy Pair 
848ml

(11cm x 15cm)
7061 020

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Sauvignon Blanc Pair 
420ml

(9cm x 23cm)
7061 009

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Stemless Wine Pair
520ml

(6cm x 11cm)
7061 023

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lager Pair 
579ml

(8cm x 24cm)
7061 025

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Champagne Classic Pair 
220ml

(6cm x 28cm)
7061 011

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Single Malt Pair 
230ml

(7cm x 10cm)
7061 022

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Champagne Trumpet Flute Pair 
170ml

(5cm x 28cm)
7061 012

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Wine Tasting Set of 6
443ml  

(8cm x 22cm)
7061 017

AU$299.00  -  NZ$365.00

Packaging pictured with insert

Elegance
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Short Decanter with Round Stopper ❢

1Ltr
(16cm x 21cm)

7061 014
AU$299.00 - NZ$365.00 

Tall Decanter with Round Stopper ❢

1.2Ltr
(12cm x 33cm)

7061 019
AU$249.00  -  NZ$299.00

Modern Carafe ❢ 
2.5Ltr

(24cm x 27cm)
7061 015

AU$299.00 - NZ$365.00 

Champagne Cooler ❢

6Ltr
(21cm x 25cm x 21cm)

7061 013
AU$299.00  -  NZ$365.00

Accent Decanter
1.2Ltr

(24cm x 45cm)
7061 751

AU$299.00 - NZ$349.00 

Tempo Decanter
 1.1Ltr

(21cm x 42cm)
7061 752

AU$299.00 - NZ$349.00

Elegance
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Elegance Optic

Big Red Pair
650ml

(11cm x 25cm)
7069 001

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Classic Champagne Flute Pair
300ml

(8cm x 28cm)
7069 003

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Carafe
1l

(21cm x 28cm)
7069 005

AU$149.00  -  NZ$185.00

Crisp White Pair
500ml

(10cm x 25cm)
7069 002

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Champagne Belle Coupe Pair
200ml

(12cm x 16cm)
7069 004

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Enhance your senses with the Elegance Optic collection, a  
relaxed yet elegant selection of drinkware pieces that are all  
about the appreciation of fine wines and champagne. Perfect 
shapes, a thin easy-to-hold stem, just the right weight and balance 
an elegant optic finish, this collection exudes perfection.

Made from Crystalline

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement
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Jeff Leatham is a renowned florist with rockstar status. He is the ‘go to’ florist to the stars and has created a sensation with his extravagant 
floral designs. Working side-by-side with the design team at the House of Waterford Crystal Studio in Ireland, Jeff created this new 
collection of floral-themed pieces which radiate his design ethos and personal electricity and magnetism. Together, Waterford and  

Jeff Leatham meld the essence of two natural elements – fine cut crystal and flowers – to create an entirely new approach to the concept 
of floral arrangement and presentation. Inspiration for the collections in Fleurology by Jeff Leatham comes from celebrities whom  

Jeff has designed floral arrangements for including Kylie Minogue and from his grandmother Cleo.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin  Slovenia, Hungary (✦)

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Fleurology
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Meg Ruby Rose Bowl 30cm ✦
(30cm x 30cm)

7113 015 
AU$2,399.00  -  NZ$2,795.00 

Cleo Black Rose Bowl 30cm ✦
(28cm x 30cm)

7113 056
AU$2,499.00  -  NZ$2,895.00

Cleo Angled Rose Bowl Emerald 30cm ✦
(30cm x 29cm x 30cm)

7113 041 
AU$2,499.00  -  NZ$2,895.00 

Cleo Black Cachepot 20cm ✦
(17cm x 20cm)

7113 052
AU$1,399.00  -  NZ$1,595.00 

Cleo Slant Vase 25cm
(14cm x 25cm)

7113 055
AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00 

Cleo Angled Rose Bowl 20cm Red ✦
(20cm x 20cm x 20cm)

7113 047
AU$1,199.00  -  NZ$1,395.00

Cleo Black Urn 30cm ✦
(20cm x 30cm)

7113 051
AU$2,499.00  -  NZ$2,895.00

Cleo Slant Vase 35cm 
(20cm x 35cm)

7113 054
AU$599.00  -  NZ$695.00

Fleurology

Fleurology Packaging
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Lismore Candy Bud Vase 14cm
(8cm x 14cm x 8cm)

‘This is not your  
Grandma’s crystal.’

7137 009
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Seahorse 18cm
(6cm x 18cm x 3cm)

‘Please take me  
home with you.’

7137 014
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Butterfly
(9cm x 9cm x 8cm)
‘Happiness comes  

in a can.’
7137 008

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lismore Honey Bowl 13cm
(13cm x 8cm)
‘A sweet treat  

for you!’
7137 036

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lismore Nouveau  
Red Wine Pair 650ml 

(9cm x 13cm)
“There is always time for 

a nice glass of wine.”
7137 038

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

D A I Q U I R I 
C A N I S T E R

Lismore Bon Bon Vase 15cm
(8cm x 15cm)

‘This is so much better  
than chocolates!’

7137 037
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

P U R P L E 
C A N I S T E R

Giftology

The perfect gift for every occasion. Timeless crystal gifts packaged in delightfully colourful canisters which include an appealing phrase, 
instantly ready for giving and receiving! The Giftology collection provides perfect last-minute solutions for a wide variety of gifting 
occasions with an assortment of vases, bowls, barware, desk accessories and ornaments selected from Waterford’s most popular gifts.

Made from Lead Crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Packaging  Canary, Daiquiri, Orange, Berry, Lime, 
Emerald, Pale Pink or Purple canisters  
with phrase.
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Lismore Honey  
Bud Vase 15cm

(9cm x 15cm x 9cm)
‘Add some sparkle to everyday.’

7137 010
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lismore  
Candy Bowl 13cm

(13cm x 8cm)
‘Who doesn’t love candy?’

7137 034
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

 Alana  
Bowl 13cm

(13cm x 8cm)
“A little gift that you can use.”

7137 042
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lismore Diamond  
Shot Glass Pair 59ml
(5cm x 9cm x 5cm)

‘Here I come to save the day!’
7137 012

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lismore Sugar Bowl 12cm
(12cm x 8cm)

‘Sugar is sweet & so are you!’
7137 035

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Rosary Beads 51cm
“Say a little prayer with me.”

7137 039
AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Lismore Candlestick Pair 10cm 
(8cm x 10cm x 8cm)

‘I’ll brighten your day.’
7137 001

AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00

Gesture Bud Vase 15cm
(8cm x 15cm x 8cm)

‘Flowers love me, just add 
water.’

7137 002
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lismore Round Salt & Pepper 
Set

(5cm x 8cm x 5cm)
‘Add some spice to your life.’

7137 015
AU$129.00  -  NZ$159.00

Lismore Sugar Bud Vase 15cm
(8cm x 15cm x 8cm)

‘Keep calm and flower on.’
7137 003

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Cross 14cm
(7cm x 14cm x 3cm)
‘Peace. Love. Crystal.’

7137 004
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lismore  
Square Ringholder
(8cm x 7cm x 8cm)
‘Here’s some bling  

for your ring.’
7137 005

AU$49.95  -  NZ$56.99

Baby Bear  
on Block

(6cm x 7cm)
“I love you beary much.”

7137 040
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lismore Tumbler  
Pair 250ml

(8cm x 8cm x 8cm)
‘Trust me, everything tastes  

better in these.’
7137 006

AU$199.00  -  NZ$249.00

Lismore  
Essence Clock 14cm
(7cm x 14cm x 3cm)

‘They’re going to love it,  
trust me.’
7137 011

AU$149.00  -  NZ$185.00

L I M E 
C A N I S T E R

B E R R Y 
C A N I S T E R

O R A N G E 
C A N I S T E R

C A N A R Y 
C A N I S T E R

Heart Box
(11cm x 5cm x 11cm)
‘I give you my heart.’

7137 100
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Lismore Vase 15cm
(7cm x 15cm)

“Say it with flowers.”
7137 041

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

P A L E  P I N K 
C A N I S T E R

Giftology
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Medium Metropolitan Clock 12cm
(16cm x 12cm x 5cm)

7122 112
AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Large Carriage Clock 18cm
(14cm x 18cm x 14cm)

7122 100
AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Lismore Footed Cake Plate 28cm
(13cm x 28cm)

7117 420
AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00 

Diamond Clock
(6cm x 8cm)

7155 007
AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Giftware – Classics

In celebration of Waterford’s heritage the Classic Gifts  
collection features sparkling giftware including a footed cake  
plate and clocks.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement
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Giftware – Vases & Bowls

Cassidy Vase 25cm
(25cm Height)

7187 101
AU$299.00  -  NZ$365.00

Normandy Vase 25cm
(16cm x 25cm)

7187 107
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Northbridge Vase 25cm
(14cm x 25cm)

7187 017
AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Normandy Bowl 25cm
(25cm x 13cm)

7187 108
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Northbridge Bowl 25cm
(25cm x 12cm)

7187 018
AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Waterford vases and bowls are the perfect gift. The Northbridge 
pattern features wedge cutting, providing the maximum sparkle 
and refraction of light whilst the Normandy pattern features a 
starburst design to suit all homes. The Cassidy vase combines 
modern elegance with subtle old world sophistication.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Pricing Promotional range

Giftware Packaging
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Vase Rose 
22cm

(14cm x 22cm)
7139 006 

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Vase Blue  
19cm

(14cm x 19cm)
7139 004 

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Creamer Magenta 
200ml

(8cm x 11cm)
7139 011 

AU$249.00  -  NZ$289.00

Bottle Teal 
700ml

(8cm x 31cm)
7139 014

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Vase Ginger  
24cm

(15cm x 24cm)
7139 003 

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Vase Teal 
23cm

(16cm x 23cm)
7139 009 

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Jug Ginger
1.3l

(12cm x 24cm)
7139 013

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Half & Half is a bold, eclectic collection, designed by Jo Sampson, 

which cleverly combines coloured and clear crystal in pieces  

that are both decorative and functional.  Inspired by colour-

blocking, Half & Half is centered on contemporary shapes and 

statement colours which create the collection’s industrial feel. 

Perfect for bright, modern spaces, the range is scaled differently 

to create a varied tablescape with different colours and forms, 

allowing consumers to create their own bespoke look.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging Boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Half and Half 

Half and Half Packaging
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Irish designer John Rocha captures the clarity and purity of 
Waterford Crystal with his contemporary collection of giftware.  
Classic cuts create a striking contrast to black or red high gloss 
crystal. This range balances the past with the present by mixing  
contemporary shapes and dramatic colour.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Hungary

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

John Rocha

Black Cut Centrepiece 34cm
(34cm x 15cm)

7655 120
AU$1,199.00  -  NZ$1,499.00 

Black Cut Vase 30cm 
(24cm x 30cm)

7655 100
AU$999.00  -  NZ$1,199.00

John Rocha Packaging
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The Waterford Crystal Lismore pattern has been synonymous with luxury around the world for more than 60 years and the new Lismore 
Black collection creates a wonderful blend of contemporary techniques and traditional essence. 

Lismore Black is inspired by the River Blackwater, on the banks of which the castle stands. The striking contrast of black on clear crystal 
presents an image of sophistication and grandeur reminiscent of gothic castles, with the light breaking through the deep cutting just as 

light shines through the leaded windows of the castle. 

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging Lismore Black gift box

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Lismore Black
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Tumbler Pair 
350ml 

(9cm x 11cm)
7066 735

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Flute Pair 
160ml 

(9cm x 24cm)
7066 719

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Brandy Pair 
330ml 

(10cm x 13cm)
7066 701

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Square Decanter 
750ml 

(10cm x 26cm)
7066 704

AU$649.00  -  NZ$750.00

Cocktail Pair 
220ml 

(12cm x 18cm)
7066 702

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Spirit Decanter 
810ml 

(11cm x 28cm)
7066 703

AU$549.00  -  NZ$649.00

Goblet Pair 
250ml 

(9cm x 21cm)
7066 713

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Lismore Black

Lismore Black Packaging
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Admired for graceful form that defines tradition even as it transcends it, Lismore has wooed and won three generations. Ireland’s 
spectacular Lismore Castle provided the design inspiration over 60 years ago. That spark lead to a creative outpouring that continues to 

this day with fresh shapes, styles and interpretations of this striking diamond and wedge cut.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia and Ireland (◆)

Cutting Technique Hand cut 

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Lismore Classic® 
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Champagne Flute
150ml

(7cm x 19cm)
7055 719

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Tumbler Set of 4
250ml

(8cm x 9cm)
7055 737

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Tumbler
250ml

(8cm x 9cm)
7055 735

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Brandy Balloon
300ml

(9cm x 13cm)
7055 723

AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Gold Toasting Flute Pair 
210ml

(9cm x 24cm)
7055 022

AU$249.00  -  NZ$289.00

Toasting Flute Pair
210ml

(11cm x 24cm)
7055 720

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Goblet Pair
235ml

(8cm x 17cm)
7055 001

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Straight Tumbler Pair
207ml  

(7cm x 8cm)
7055 135

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Footed Tumbler Pair
163ml  

(6cm x 12cm)
7055 140

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Rounded Tumbler Pair
207ml  

(7cm x 9cm)
7055 136

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Flared Tumbler Pair
177ml  

(7cm x 10cm)
7055 141

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Lismore Classic® 
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Spirit Decanter ◆
834ml

(10cm x 28cm)
7055 752

AU$749.00  -  NZ$850.00 

Ships Decanter ◆
650ml

(19cm x 25cm)
7124 555

AU$879.00  -  NZ$999.00 

Lismore Classic® 

Mini Ships Decanter
429ml  

(16cm x 20cm)
7055 144

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Scotch Decanter
550ml  

(10cm x 18cm)
7055 142

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Bottle Decanter
500ml  

(10cm x 23cm)
7055 138

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Square Decanter 
750ml 

(10cm x 26cm)
7055 024

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Square Decanter Set
Decanter 458ml  
Tumbler 147 ml

7055 148
AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Lismore Classic Packaging
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Flute Pair 
207ml

(6cm x 23cm)
7055 134

AU$279.00  -  NZ$345.00

Wine Pair 
266ml

(8cm x 20cm)
7055 132

AU$279.00  -  NZ$345.00

Goblet Pair 
325ml

(8cm x 23cm)
7055 133

AU$279.00  -  NZ$345.00

Lismore Nouveau

Waterford Lismore Nouveau combines the brilliance and clarity of 
Lismore with a contemporary practicality. A slender and elegant 
profile combines with the intricate detailing of Lismore’s signature 
diamond and wedge cuts to produce a stunning example of classic 
drinkware that turns every occasion into a celebration.

Made from Lead crystal

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Pricing Promotional range
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Lismore Diamond was launched to celebrate the 60th anniversary of Lismore in 2012. Lismore Diamond is a strikingly modern 
reinterpretation of Lismore’s signature diamond and upright cuts expressed in smart, updated stemware and features a unique  

execution of Lismore - horizontal cuts across vertical cuts – creating light refracting, diamond-like facets of unsurpassed reflectivity.

Perfectly complementing the sparkle of the iconic Lismore Diamond collection, Lismore Diamond Encore further enhances the clarity  
and design of the pattern with new giftware. These softer shapes will mix well with the existing pieces as well as stand in their own  
right in any home. The Lismore Diamond pattern is a striking modern reinvention of the Waterford classic, characterised by intricate 

diamond cuts rendered in fine, radiant crystal.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia and Ireland (◆)

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Lismore Diamond
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Tumbler Pair
355ml

(8cm x 12cm)
7001 735

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Pitcher
(13cm x 25cm) 

7001 752
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

9oz Double Old Fashioned Pair
265ml

(8cm x 8cm x 8cm)
7001 021

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Vase 30cm
(17cm x 30cm)

7131 033
AU$999.00  -  NZ$1,199.00

Bowl 30cm
(30cm x 14cm)

7131 034
AU$999.00  -  NZ$1,199.00

Toasting Flute Pair
145ml

(8cm x 33cm)
7001 718

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Essence Goblet Pair
561ml

(9cm x 26cm)
7001 609

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Essence Flute Pair
236ml

(8cm x 28cm)
7001 619

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Vodka Set with 6 Shot Glasses
59ml

(Bowl - 25cm x 13cm, 
Shot Glass- 4cm x 5cm)

7001 001
AU$899.00  -  NZ$999.00 

Vase 35cm ◆
(23cm x 35cm)

7131 005
AU$1,199.00  -  NZ$1,395.00

L I S M O R E  D I A M O N D

L I S M O R E  D I A M O N D  E N C O R E

Lismore Diamond

Lismore Diamond Packaging
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Goblet Pair
295ml  

(8cm x 20cm)
7064 609

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Tumbler Pair
289ml  

(8cm x 9cm)
7064 635

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Flute Pair
150ml  

(7cm x 23cm)
7064 619

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

A contemporary take on the world famous Lismore pattern, 
Lismore Encore features signature diamond and wedge cuts 
intricately rendered on generously proportioned glassware.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Lismore Encore
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Lismore Essence was introduced in 2006 with classic form and 
contemporary features. It was introduced as a more slender, 
modern profile of the Classic Lismore pattern whilst retaining 
the brilliance and clarity of Lismore. A lightly cut crystal with a 
delicate wedge cut.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Cutting Technique Hand cut

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Tumbler Pair
400ml

(8cm x 12cm)
7056 735

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Saucer Champagne Pair 
266ml

(8cm x 20cm)
7056 001

AU$249.00  -  NZ$289.00

Red Wine/Goblet Pair
561ml

(9cm x 26cm)
7056 709

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

White Wine Pair
414ml 

(8cm x 24cm)
7056 712

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Champagne Flute Pair
236ml

(8cm x 28cm)
7056 719

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Saucer Champagne Set of 4
266ml

(8cm x 20cm)
7056 004

AU$449.00  -  NZ$510.00

Goblet Set of 6
561ml

(9cm x 26cm)
7056 609

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

White Wine Set of 6
414ml 

(8cm x 24cm)
7056 612 

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Flute Set of 6
236ml

(8cm x 28cm)
7056 619

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Tumbler Set of 6 
400ml

(8cm x 12cm)
7056 635

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Lismore Essence
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The Lismore pattern is a continual source of inspiration for today’s Waterford designers, whose contemporary interpretations of  
the classic cuts are front and centre at the debut of Lismore Pops. Lismore’s bold vibrant colours simply POP with effervescent energy  

and chic sophistication. Live a colourful crystal life with stunning barware in Cobalt, Emerald, Purple, Pink, Aqua and Clear. The exclusive 
Waterford colour process brings sharp colours right to the cutting edge, lending Lismore Pops the luxurious look of traditional  

cased crystal at a price everyone can enjoy.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

 Lismore Pops
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Cobalt Flute Pair 
165ml

(9cm x 25cm)
7017 001

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Clear Flute Pair 
165ml

(9cm x 25cm)
7017 005

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Purple Tumbler Pair 
315ml

(9cm x 12cm)
7017 009

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Pink Tumbler Pair 
315ml

(9cm x 12cm)
7017 013

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Emerald Flute Pair 
165ml

(9cm x 25cm)
7017 003

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Aqua Tumbler Pair 
315ml

(9cm x 12cm)
7017 011

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Champagne Bucket 25cm
(20cm x 25cm x 20cm)

7017 015
AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Purple Flute Pair 
165ml

(9cm x 25cm)
7017 002

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Pink Flute Pair 
165ml

(9cm x 25cm)
7017 006

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Emerald Tumbler Pair 
315ml

(9cm x 12cm)
7017 010

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Aqua Flute Pair 
165ml

(9cm x 25cm)
7017 004

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Cobalt Tumbler Pair 
315ml

(9cm x 12cm)
7017 008

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Clear Tumbler Pair 
315ml

(9cm x 12cm)
7017 012

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Lismore Pops

Lismore Pops Packaging
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Evolution Tumbler Set of 4 
355ml 

(8cm x 10cm)
7048 001

AU$249.00  -  NZ$299.00

Lismore, Lismore Essence, Lismore Diamond, Lismore Opulence

Revolution Tumbler Set of 4 
355ml 

(8cm x 10cm)
7048 002

AU$249.00  -  NZ$299.00

Evolution Decanter 
750ml 

(9cm x 26cm)
7048 003

AU$399.00  -  NZ$499.00

Revolution Decanter 
750ml 

(9cm x 26cm)
7048 004

AU$399.00  -  NZ$499.00

E V O L U T I O N

R E V O L U T I O N

Recreating the DNA of the classic Lismore pattern, the Lismore 
Stories collection is a modern reinterpretation of this  
renowned design. Encompassing two sets of unique mixed 
tumblers – ‘Evolution’ and ‘Revolution’, these designs play 
with the classic weight and feel of whisky tumblers. Evolution 
shows the history of how the Lismore pattern has evolved from 
the first iconic design, Revolution twists and deconstructs the 
Lismore pattern in four different ways to create a new and 
exciting way to look at Lismore. Perfect for whisky lovers and 
drinks aficionados. 

Made from Crystal, platinum and gold

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Each side of the decanter features  
a different Lismore pattern: 

Lismore, Lismore Essence, Lismore 
Diamond, Lismore Opulence.

The decanter collar is decorated 
with platinum.

The decanter collar is 
decorated with gold.

Lismore Short Stories
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Tumbler Pair
400ml 

(8cm x 10cm)
7035 635

AU$199.00  -  NZ$229.00

Square Decanter 
769ml

(9cm x 25cm)
7035 750

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00

Round Decanter 
955ml

(12cm x 22cm)
7035 751

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00 

Jo Sampson’s London Collection was inspired by the London 
skyline at night. For this dazzling collection, Sampson chose a 
simple grid crystal pattern. The result is clean, contemporised 
simplicity which creates the ultimate barware.

Made from Lead crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging Gift boxed with decorative sleeve

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

London Collection Packaging

 London Collection
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A contemporary collection, the W Collection is reimagined in a couture-fashion way, with shapely solid pieces featuring bold  
beautiful colours. Designed to make a bold statement, a fresh colour palette has been used in colours of fern, sky, heather, and shale – 

which take inspiration from the gorgeous Irish Landscape. Bring scatters of light and colour to any room or give as a stylish gift. 

Made from Lead Crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

W Collection
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Fern Flute Pair 
180ml 

(8cm x 28cm)
7042 017

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Fern Wine Pair 
335ml 

(9cm x 24cm)
7042 021

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Tumblers Set of 4 (mixed colours) 
400ml 

(8cm x 11cm)
7042 025

AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Heather Vase 18cm 
(10cm x 18cm)

7142 010
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Sky Vase 18cm 
(10cm x 18cm)

7142 011
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Fern Vase 18cm 
(10cm x 18cm)

7142 009
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Shale Vase 18cm 
(10cm x 18cm)

7142 012
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Sky Wine Pair 
335ml 

(9cm x 24cm)
7042 023

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Heather Wine Pair 
335ml 

(9cm x 24cm)
7042 022

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Shale Wine Pair 
335ml 

(9cm x 24cm)
7042 024

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Sky Flute Pair 
180ml 

(8cm x 28cm)
7042 019

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Heather Flute Pair 
180ml 

(8cm x 28cm)
7042 018

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Shale Flute Pair 
180ml 

(8cm x 28cm)
7042 020

AU$299.00  -  NZ$349.00

Fern Vase 25cm 
(13cm x 25cm)

7142 005
AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Sky Vase 25cm 
(13cm x 25cm)

7142 007
AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Heather Vase 25cm 
(13cm x 25cm)

7142 006
AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

Shale Vase 25cm 
(13cm x 25cm)

7142 008
AU$499.00  -  NZ$569.00

W Collection





 Waterford Silver Collections
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Lismore Bead Silver Plated Giftware Packaging

Inspired by the iconic Lismore pattern of fine crystal, the Lismore 
Bead collection features stunning silver décor items that make an 
elegant addition to any shelf, vanity or table.

Made from Silver plated metal, glass

Country of Origin China

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Frame 5" x 7"
(12.5cm x 18cm)

7108 101
AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00 

Frame 8" x 10"
(20cm x 25cm)

7108 102
AU$169.00  -  NZ$195.00

Toasting Flute Pair
230ml

(26cm Height)
7108 719

AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00 

 Lismore Bead Silver Plated Giftware

2 Piece Cake Set
(Knife - 34cm, Server - 29cm)

7108 400
AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00 
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Lismore Diamond Silver Giftware Packaging

Frame 5" x 7"
(12.5cm x 18cm)

7131 027
AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00

Frame 8" x 10"
(20cm x 25cm)

7131 029
AU$170.00  -  NZ$195.00

Toasting Flute Pair
177ml

(6cm x 27cm)
7131 032

AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00

Frame 4" x 6"
(10cm x 15cm)

7131 028
AU$129.00  -  NZ$149.00

Cake Knife & Server
(Server 30cm x 7cm,  
Knife 34cm x 5cm)

7131 031
AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00

Tiny embossed facets reflect light like a diamond, lending a 
glittering, twinkling aura to each piece of the Lismore Diamond 
Silver Giftware collection. 

Made from Silver plated metal

Country of Origin China

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Lismore Diamond Silver Giftware
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Lismore Lace Silver Plated Giftware Packaging

Silver Frame 8" x 10"
(20cm x 25cm)

7134 005
AU$170.00  -  NZ$195.00

Silver Frame 4" x 6"
(10cm x 15cm)

7134 007
AU$129.00  -  NZ$149.00

Silver Frame 5" x 7"
(12.5cm x 18cm)

7134 006
AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00

Lismore Lace Silver Frames incorporate the detailed border of 
the Lismore Lace pattern on stunning silver plated metal.

Made from Silver Plated Metal

Country of Origin China

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Lismore Lace Silver Plated Giftware



Archive Stemware
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Alana Araglin Araglin Gold

Ashling

Ashbourne

Avoca Ballylee Ballymore

CaraBoyne

Adare

Archive stemware orders are subject to estimated lead time of 6 –12 months and a deposit  

of 20% is required before order placement. All glasses are priced at AU$299.00 - NZ$365.00 each. 

Please note glasses may be made in Ireland or other European factories.

Ballyshannon

*Images to show pattern only.

CashelCarina Gold

Castlemaine Castlemaine Gold Castletown Charlemont Clara

Carina

Archive Stemware



67*Images to show pattern only.

Clare Colleen Colleen Tall Comeragh Curraghmore

Donegal Drogheda Dunloe

HiberniaGlandore Glengarriff

Kathleen Kilbarry

Glenmore

Kenmare Kerry

Glencree

Innisfail

EileenDunmore

Archive Stemware
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Kilrush KinsaleKilcash Kildare

*Images to show pattern only.

MichelleMaureenMaeve Mooncoin

Kylemore

Leana

Powerscourt Royal TaraRossmoreRosslare

TraleeTemplemore Tramore

Sheila

Tyrone

Archive Stemware
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All Archive Stemware is  
AU$299.00 - NZ$365.00 per stem.

•  Indicates this shape is available in the 
corresponding pattern.

7002 ADARE • • • • •

7004 ALANA • • • • • •

7006 ARAGLIN •

ARAGLIN GOLD BAND • • • •

7098 ASHBOURNE • • • •

7098 ASHLING • • • • •

7098 AVOCA • • •

7098 BALLYLEE • • •

7098 BALLYMORE • • • •

7098 BALLYSHANNON • • • • •

7015 BOYNE • • • •

7098 CARA • • • •

7098 CARINA • • • • • •

CARINA GOLD • • • •

7098 CASHEL • • • •

7098 CASTLEMAINE • • • • •

CASTLEMAINE GOLD BAND • • • •

7020 CASTLETOWN • • • • •

7021 CHARLEMONT • • • •

7016 CLARA • • • •

7098 CLARE • • • • •

7022 COLLEEN • • • • • • •

7023 COLLEEN T.S. • • •

7098 COMERAGH • • • • •

7028 CURRAGHMORE • • • • •

7098 DONEGAL • • • • •

DROGHEDA • • • •

7098 DUNLOE • • • • •

7098 DUNMORE • • • • •

7098 EILEEN • • • • •

GLANDORE • • • •

7098 GLENCREE • • •

7098 GLENGARIFF • • • • •

7098 GLENMORE • • • • •

7098 HIBERNIA • • •

7098 INNISFAIL • • •

7045 KATHLEEN • • •

7098 KENMARE • • • • •

7098 KERRY • • • •

7098 KILBARRY • • • •

7098 KILCASH • • • • •

7050 KILDARE • • • • • •

7098 KILRUSH • • • •

7098 KINSALE • • • • •

7098 KYLEMORE • • • • •

LEANA • • • •

7060 MAEVE • • • •

7098 MAUREEN • • • • •

MICHELE • • • • •

7098 MOONCOIN • • • •

7098 POWERSCOURT • • • • •

7098 ROSSLARE • • • •

7098 ROSSMORE • • • • •

7098 ROYAL TARA • • •

7075 SHEILA • • • • •

7098 TEMPLEMORE • • • • •

7098 TRALEE • • • •

7082 TRAMORE • • • •

7098 TYRONE • • • •

Archive Stemware





Marquis by Waterford combines versatility with value, using classic designs on 

crystalline to create stemware and giftware of astonishing clarity and substantial 

weight. Not all glasses are created equal.  The Marquis Collection from Waterford 

provides a suite of stemware suitable for all occasions and is designed to fit  

today’s lifestyle of stylish and casual entertaining.
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Addison Goblet Pair
590ml

(10cm x 24cm)
7310 609

AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00 

Addison Flute Pair
207ml

(7cm x 25cm)
7310 619

AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00 

Addison features a beautiful deep design on the base of the 
bowl to enhance visual appreciation of wines.

Made from Lead Crystal 

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Addison
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Wine Set of 4 
354ml

(9cm x 21cm)
7311 612

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Decanter Set 
739ml 

(10cm x 20cm)
7311 001

AU$399.00  -  NZ$459.00 

Brady’s signature horizontal and vertical cutting pattern boasts 
classic detailing while the modern, stylish execution and will 
appeal to today’s consumer.

Made from Crystalline

Country of Origin Germany

Packaging Boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement Tumbler Set of 4
325ml

(8cm x 10cm)
7311 635

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Hi Ball Set of 4 
443ml

(8cm x 15cm)
7311 636

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Goblet Set of 4 
443ml

(9cm x 23cm)
7311 609

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Flute Set of 4 
177ml

(7cm x 24cm)
7311 619

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Brady
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Footed Bowl 25cm
(25cm x 18cm)

7404 002
AU$229.00  -  NZ$259.00 

Vase 23cm
(10cm x 23cm)

7404 004
AU$159.00  -  NZ$185.00

Bowl 12cm
(12cm x 10cm)

7404 001
AU$119.00  -  NZ$135.00

The Caprice Giftware collection is bold and dynamic, defined  
by a sparkling wedge and leaf design that highlights the brilliant 
clarity of crystalline.

Made from Crystalline

Country of Origin Germany

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Caprice
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Bowl 15cm 
(15cm x 8cm)

7316 741
AU$129.00  -  NZ$159.00

Bowl 23cm 
(23cm x 12cm)

7516 001
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Vase 23cm 
(15cm x 23cm)

7516 002
AU$99.95  -  NZ$119.00

Ice Bucket
Tongs Included 

207ml 
(13cm x 18cm)

7316 738
AU$229.00  -  NZ$259.00

Hi Ball Set of 4 
354ml 

(8cm x 16cm)
7316 736

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00

Martini Pair 
269ml 

(18cm x 19cm)
7316 737

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00

Featuring a bold, modern geometric grid pattern, Marquis 
Crosby Barware sets the stage for a stylish bar.

Made from Crystalline

Country of Origin Germany

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Tumbler Set of 4 
295ml 

(9cm x 10cm)
7316 735

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00

Crosby
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Harper Flute Pair 
207ml 

(7cm x 25cm)
7305 619

AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00

Featuring a new stemware shape with straight and olive designs 
on the bowl of the stem, Harper is a beautiful new collection of 
timeless stemware.

Made from Lead Crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Harper Goblet Pair 
590ml 

(10cm x 24cm)
7305 609

AU$149.00  -  NZ$169.00

Harper
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Honor is a tradition of elegance with this dramatic vase and 
bowl. The collection features a graceful scalloped top and 
elongated interlaced cuts.

Made from Crystalline

Country of Origin Germany

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Bowl 21cm 
(21cm x 11cm)

7411 001
AU$150.00  -  NZ$169.00

Vase 25cm 
(16cm x 25cm)

7411 002
AU$150.00  -  NZ$169.00

Honor
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Tumblers Set of 4 
325ml

(8cm x 10cm)
7309 635

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Vase 23cm  
(13cm x 23cm)

7416 001
AU$120.00  -  NZ$149.00 

Marquis by Waterford Markham Stemware combines function 
with value, using a traditional design on Crystalline to create 
stemware of astonishing clarity and substantial weight.

Made from Crystalline

Country of Origin Italy, Germany ()

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

Goblet Set of 4 
384ml

(9cm x 22cm)
7309 609

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Wine Set of 4 
354ml

(9cm x 21cm)
7309 612

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Flute Set of 4 
266ml

(6cm x 24cm)
7309 619

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Hi Ball Set of 4 
384ml

(7cm x 15cm)
7309 636

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Bowl 23cm  
(23cm x 13cm)

7416 002
AU$120.00  -  NZ$149.00  

 Markham 
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Phoenix Bowl 20cm
(20cm x 12cm)

7415 005
AU$249.00  -  NZ$289.00

Phoenix Bowl 25cm
(25cm x 15cm)

7415 006
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Phoenix Vase 23cm
(11cm x 23cm)

7415 007
AU$249.00  -  NZ$289.00

Phoenix Vase 28cm
(14cm x 28cm)

7415 008
AU$349.00  -  NZ$389.00

Marquis by Waterford introduces a new collection of go-to 
crystal gifts. Marquis Phoenix Giftware takes flight with a 
unique, base-to-rim vertical pattern which echoes the mythical 
bird’s grand plumage. Phoenix crystal giftware is contemporary 
in design, with a sleek, clean silhouette that complements any 
décor as an accent piece or standalone statement. 

Made from Lead Crystal

Country of Origin Slovenia 

Cutting Technique Machine Cut

Packaging Boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Phoenix
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Vase 23cm
(14cm x 23cm)

7402 100
AU$145.00  -  NZ$179.00

Vase 28cm
(20cm x 28cm)

7402 102
AU$185.00  -  NZ$229.00

Bowl 20cm
(20cm x 15cm)

7402 200
AU$145.00  -  NZ$179.00

Frame 6" x 4"
(15cm x 10cm)

7402 300
AU$185.00  -  NZ$209.00

Frame 5" x 7"
(12.5cm x 17.5cm)

7402 301
AU$200.00  -  NZ$229.00

Frame 8" x 10"
(20cm x 25cm)

7402 302
AU$250.00  -  NZ$289.00

The Rainfall Collection from Marquis by Waterford is a 
contemporary design inspired by tropical showers. It is characterised 
by a heavy, vertical design reminiscent of summer rain.

Made from Crystalline

Country of Origin Germany 

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance 1 year breakage replacement

Rainfall
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Goblet Set of 4
385ml

(9cm x 20cm)
7308 609

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Tumbler Set of 4
400ml

(9cm x 10cm)
7308 735

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Wine Set of 4
266ml

(9cm x 19cm)
7308 612

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Hi Ball Set of 4
500ml

(8cm x 16cm)
7308 736

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Bowl 23cm 
(23cm x 14cm)

7410 002
AU$120.00  -  NZ$135.00

Flute Set of 4
250ml

 (7cm x 27cm)
7308 619

AU$140.00  -  NZ$159.00 

Vase 23cm 
(20cm x 23cm)

7410 001
AU$120.00  -  NZ$135.00

Fresh and modern, the Sparkle pattern by Waterford is characterised 
by a brilliant crystal design reminiscent of delicate starlight.

Made from Crystalline 

Country of Origin Italy and Germany ()

Packaging All items gift boxed

Assurance  1 year breakage replacement

 Sparkle





General Information
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General Information 
Care Instructions

C A R I N G  F O R  C RY S TA L  &  C RY S TA L L I N E

Waterford Crystal recommends that you hand-wash your crystal or crystalline 
one piece at a time in moderately hot water using a mild detergent. Use a soft 
cleaning cloth – do not use scouring pads or abrasive cleansers.

The interiors of decanters and vases, which are often inaccessible, can be cleaned 
by pouring in rice with warm soapy water and swirling the mixture around.

After washing in detergent, rinse your crystal or crystalline well in clean water 
then air dry on a draining rack or hand dry with a soft lint-free cloth. The rims are 
naturally the weakest part of stemware, so do not place glasses upside down on 
the draining rack or when storing them. When hand drying, hold the glass by the 
bowl but refrain from twisting the stem and the bowl in opposite directions as 
this can cause the stem to snap.

Tests (by association) suggest that repeated washings in very hot water and 
detergent can create a cloudy look on the surface of the finest crystal. Waterford 
Crystal does not recommend cleaning crystal or crystalline using a dishwasher as 
the extreme heat and abrasive cleaners may mark the surface of the crystal or 
crystalline. Jostling in a dishwasher could also cause chipping or cracking.

To prevent cracking or breakage caused by extreme temperature variations, do 
not pour cold liquids into crystal or crystalline that has just been washed in hot 
water. Likewise, allow chilled crystal or crystalline to reach room temperature 
before immersing in hot water.

To safely remove wax from your crystal candlesticks after use, place your 
candlestick in the freezer for 10 minutes.  The wax will harden, allowing it to  
easily peel away.

Do not use water to remove wax.

C A R I N G  F O R  C O L O U R  C O AT E D 
C RY S TA L

Do not allow colour coated surface to come into contact with bleach materials 
or solvents, as they can damage the painted surface. 

Do not allow colour coated surface to come into contact with sharp or rough 
implements that may scratch or damage the surface finish. 

Do not place in a dishwasher. 

Colour coated crystal/glass should be hand washed separately in warm soapy 
water, rinsed thoroughly and dried carefully with a clean, soft, lint free cloth.

C A R I N G  F O R  S I LV E R  P L AT E D  P RO D U C T S

Waterford Fine Silver Gifts offer a distinctive collection of truly inspired  
silver plated gifts. Each creation is skilfully designed and painstakingly crafted  
to meet the exacting standards and tradition of quality for which Waterford  
is world-renowned.

This item has been specially treated with a lacquer coating to help to prevent 
tarnish.  To clean, simply wipe with a soft dry cloth. Polishes and cleaners may 
affect the coating.

C A R I N G  F O R  N I C K E L  P L AT E D  P RO D U C T S

To maintain the shine of your nickel plated giftware, simply wipe with a soft 
dry cloth. Hand wash only before the first us with hot water and a mild liquid 
soap as polishes and cleaners may affect the coating. Dishwasher use is not 
recommended for this giftware.

Clean immediately after us to prevent tarnishing or staining. Dry thoroughly  
and immediately before storing to avoid spotting and store in a dry, humid  
free environment.

Foods containing salt may cause corrosion if they remain on the surface. 
Prolonged use with water, fruit juice, or any acidic liquids can damage the surface. 
Not recommended for food storage, particularly hot food, over a prolonged 
period of time. Do not use in the microwave or to head food in an oven.
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Assurance  Assurance is a 1 year warranty. See next page for details.

Country of Origin  Indicates country of manufacture. Please note country of manufacture is subject to change. Country of manufacture will be 
noted on product, barcode sticker or packaging. 

Crystalline Crystalline is a glass product that contains a minimum of 10% metal oxide (which may or may not be lead oxide), which gives 
the product brilliance and strength.

Gold The gold trim used to trim and decorate is 24ct gold on metal, 18ct & 24ct gold on crystal. 

Lead crystal  A glass product which contains 24% metal oxides, which gives the product brilliance and strength and makes the crystal easier 
to cut.

Limited edition Product is numbered and only a predetermined number are produced. 

Packaging Indicates how product is usually packaged.

RRP  Recommended Retail Price. This retail price includes GST and is only a guide. There is no obligation to adhere to this price.

Glossary of  Terms
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A S S U R A N C E 

Assurance lets you relax and enjoy your homewares everyday, not just on  
special occasions. We give you a one-year warranty on our brands.

B R E A K A G E  R E P L A C E M E N T

We give you a one-year warranty on our brands. So if you accidentally chip,  
break or tear any Waterford Crystal, Wedgwood, Royal Doulton, Royal Albert  
or kate spade new york during normal home use within one year after you 
purchase it, we’ll replace it free of charge.*

PAT T E R N  AVA I L A B I L I T Y  U P DAT E S

As much as we wish it were otherwise, sometimes discontinuations do occur. 
If you register for Assurance we will advise you if your tableware or stemware 
pattern is being taken off range.

D E F E C T S

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under Australian 
consumer law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure 
and to compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You 
are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of 
acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. The benefits 
provided to you by our assurance program are in addition to your other rights 
and remedies under any applicable law.

D I S T R I B U T I O N  O F  L E A F L E T  TO  C U S TO M E R

Assurance entitles registered customers to the following benefits:

•  1 year breakage warranty from the date of purchase

•  Notice of pattern discontinuation

In the event it is not possible to maintain the pattern availability for the  
warranty period, we will advise the owners of alternative arrangements to 
replace their item(s). 

Assurance only applies to current patterns.

We reserve the right to amend the list of eligible patterns at any time without 
notice. Assurance applies to customers who have registered their purchase with 
WWRD Australia P/L. We reserve the right to request proof of identity and 
proof of purchase and to refuse any claim at our absolute discretion.

H O W  TO  R E G I S T E R

1.  You must register for Assurance within 3 months of the date of purchase.

2.   Complete the attached form at the time of purchase and give it to your 
WWRD Consultant or if purchasing on-line please mail to the address shown.

3.    There is no need to send us proof of purchase, but keep your receipts or 
closed wedding list stapled to this leaflet in a safe place as you will need the 
proof of purchase to claim.

H O W  TO  C L A I M

To claim you will need to take the following to your nearest WWRD stockist  
(For nearest stockist contact WWRD below):

1.   The broken item (please take care when handling broken china or crystal and 
wrap items securely to avoid injuries).

2.  Proof of Purchase (i.e. your original receipt or copy of your closed wedding list).

3.   We are not able to refund to you any costs you incur in making your 
Assurance claim.

C L A I M S

All assurance claims must be made at a WWRD Australia stockist participating in 
the Assurance  scheme and must be accompanied by:

•  The broken item

•  Proof of Purchase (i.e. the original purchase receipt or your closed wedding list)

•  For your nearest stockist please call WWRD Australia Customer Service on 
1300 852 022.

Consumers must return their registration form within 3 months of purchase.

Claims must be made within 1 year of the purchase date as shown on the proof 
of purchase. E.g., receipt or closed wedding list.

Replacements are offered only for chipping or accidental breakages occurring 
during normal home use with the registered owner’s permanent residence in 
Australia and does not extend to any other items other than the broken article, 
even if it forms part of a set, suite or collection.

This warranty is subject to users following the advice outlined in our care of 
china, crystal, glassware, silverware and cutlery instructions.

All written correspondence relating to these offers will be sent to the address 
shown on the customer’s registration form.

All written correspondence from consumers relating to these offers should be 
sent to:  WWRD Australia Pty Ltd, Reply Paid 85800, Blacktown, NSW, 2148

A R R A N G I N G  R E P L A C E M E N T

RETAIL SHOPS

If the product was purchased less than 1 year ago and the retail value is less  
than $500:

•  If the product is in stock:

–   Consultant to scan replacement item as a sale and the broken item should  
be scanned as a return. Docket value to show $0.00

–   Record item in stock adjustment book with reason code 55 and in comments 
write “Assurance claim and proof of purchase sighted”

•  If you do not have the stock of the product please contact customer  
service to order

–   When you receive stock follow steps above

–   If the product is older or has a retail value of over $500 please contact 
Customer Service. The product may need to be returned to Customer 
Service via your Retail Account Executive.

WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS

•  Store to complete an Assurance claim form, attach a copy of proof of  
purchase and fax to (02) 9831 4148 or mail to Customer Service,  
PO Box 888 Blacktown NSW 2148.

•  A replacement order will placed and delivered to the wholesale account.

P R I VA C Y  P O L I C Y

For details on our privacy policy please refer to the Privacy Policy section of our 
website: www.waterfordcrystal.com.au/privacy-policy.html

Assurance Guidelines 
and Privacy Policy
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1. PAYMENT
a) Credit Account Customers are to pay within 30 days from end of month of invoice 
without deduction b) All other sales are to be paid C.O.D. without deduction.

2. PROPERTY
a) Property in Products shall not pass until payment in full of all monies owed on 
any basis by the Customer to WWRD (“full payment”) b) WWRD reserves the 
right to take possession and dispose of Products at any time until full payment and 
the Customer grants permission to WWRD to enter any property where any 
Product is in order to do so, with such force as necessary c) Immediately upon 
delivery the Customer accepts liability for safe custody of Products d) Upon sale or 
disposition of any Products prior to full payment, the Customer agrees to deposit 
all proceeds in a separate bank account, agrees not to mix proceeds with any other 
monies and agrees to hold all proceeds in trust for WWRD and forthwith pay the 
proceeds to WWRD even if WWRD may have granted any credit facility and/or 
time to pay e) Until payment in full the Customer agrees (i) to keep all Products as 
fiduciary for WWRD and store them in a manner which shows WWRD as owner 
(ii) only to sell Products in the usual course of business (iii) sale on terms, at cost or 
for less than cost shall not be “in the usual course” f) This clause shall be read down 
to avoid it creating a charge g) A certificate purporting to be signed by an officer of 
WWRD, identifying Products shall be conclusive evidence of WWRD’s title thereto. 

3. L IMITATION OF LIABILITY
a) The Customer agrees to limit any claim on WWRD to the cost of re-supply of 
equivalent Products b) WWRD shall not be liable for any claim loss or expense 
arising which is made after 28 days from date of delivery (or at all once Products 
have been unpacked, on-sold or otherwise used or applied) after which there shall 
be deemed to have been unqualified acceptance c) WWRD will not be liable for 
any contingent consequential direct indirect special or punitive damage arising 
from any dealing with the Customer, whether due to negligence or otherwise 
and the Customer acknowledges this limit of liability and agrees to limit any claim 
accordingly d) No other term, condition, agreement, warranty, representation or 
understanding whether express or implied other than these Terms, is made or given.  

4. EXCLUSIONS
a) No dealing between WWRD and the Customer shall be or be deemed to be 
a sale by sample b) If WWRD publishes material concerning its business or prices, 
anything so published which is incompatible with these Terms is excluded c) The 
Customer will rely on its own knowledge and expertise in selecting any Product 
for any purpose. d) Any advice or assistance given for or on behalf of WWRD shall 
be accepted at the Customer’s risk in all things and shall not be or be deemed to 
be given as expert or adviser nor to have been relied upon by the Customer or 
anyone claiming through the Customer. 

5. PLACEMENT OF ORDERS
a) if any dispute arises over any order (including any question of identity, authority 
or telephone, facsimile, computer or e-mail order etc.) the internal records of 
WWRD will be conclusive evidence of what was ordered b) each order placed 
shall be and be deemed a representation made by the Customer at the time, that it 
is solvent and able to pay all of its debts as and when they fall due c) failure to pay 
in accordance with these Terms shall be and be deemed to be conclusive evidence 
that the Customer had no reasonable grounds for making the representations and 
that the representations were unconscionable, misleading and deceptive d) when 
an order is placed, the Customer shall inform WWRD of any material facts which 
would or might reasonably influence any decision by or on behalf of WWRD 
to accept the order and/or grant credit in relation to it e) Failure to do so shall 
create and be deemed to create an inequality of bargaining position, to constitute 
and be deemed the taking of an unfair advantage of WWRD and be deemed to 
be unconscionable misleading and deceptive f) If WWRD gives the Customer a 
quotation this does not mean WWRD is obliged to accept an order from the 
Customer.  An order for the Products whether written, oral, or transmitted by 
electronic or other means (including via the internet) will only be binding on 
WWRD once WWRD has accepted it and it will be subject to the T&Cs.

6. PURCHASE PRICE
a) All sales are made by WWRD at its ruling price at time of delivery b) government 
imposts, GST etc (“imposts”) will be paid by the Customer c) any WWRD price list, 
estimate or quote excludes imposts unless expressly noted thereon.

7. ABILITY TO SUPPLY
The Customer agrees that WWRD will not be liable for any delay in supply or 
availability of any Products and WWRD may allocate Products to Customers at its 
unfettered discretion: e.g., if demand exceeds available supply.

8. DELIVERY
The Customer acknowledges and agrees a) WWRD accepts no responsibility for 
delivery but may elect to arrange delivery at its discretion without any liability and 
at the Customer’s costs and responsibility in all things b) WWRD may elect to 
charge for any delivery c) it shall be deemed to have accepted delivery and liability 
for Products immediately WWRD notifies the Customer that any Products are 
ready for collection or they are placed with a carrier or delivered to the Customer’s 
business premises, whether attended or not d) a certificate purporting to be 
signed by an officer of WWRD confirming delivery shall be conclusive evidence 
of delivery as shall any signed delivery docket e) WWRD will not be liable for 
delay failure or inability to deliver any Products f) once notified that Products are 
ready for collection or delivery the Customer agrees to pay all costs of WWRD in 
holding Products g) to pay all costs and expenses arising from frustrated or delays 
in delivery h) WWRD may delay, cancel or suspend any delivery for any period or 
cancel any part of any agreement for sale without liability to anyone.

9. VARIATION OR CANCELLATION
Variation or cancellation of these Terms or any order must first be agreed in writing.

10. PALLETS
The Customer will return all pallets provided with Products and indemnifies 
WWRD for the full replacement cost of any pallet not returned to promptly and 
in good order.

11. SEVERABILITY
Any part of these Terms may be severed without affecting any other part.

12. OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS
a) No terms and conditions sought to be imposed upon WWRD shall apply, unless 
agreed in writing b) WWRD Terms and Conditions of Purchase will apply to any 
purchases from the Customer, to the exclusion of any Customer terms. 

13. INTEREST 
Interest will be charged on overdue accounts at the rate prescribed under the Penalty 
Interest Rates Act 1983 (Vic) rate, plus an additional 3%. 

14. RECOVERY COSTS
The Customer will pay all the costs and expenses (on a full indemnity basis) 
incurred by WWRD or its legal advisers, mercantile agents and/or other parties 
acting on WWRD’s behalf in respect of anything instituted or being considered 
against the Customer whether for debt, loss, damages, possession of any Products 
or otherwise. 

15. ATTORNMENT
To give effect to the Customer’s obligation arising under these Terms, the Customer 
irrevocably appoints any solicitor of WWRD as its attorney in all things.

16. RETAIL PRICES
Retail price books will be available to Resellers from WWRD, which will list all 
current products available and recommended retail prices.

17. DEFAULT
a) Upon any default or breach by the Customer of these Terms or of any other 
dealing or arrangement with WWRD (“Default”) WWRD may at its discretion, 
retain all monies paid, call-up any monies unpaid, cease further deliveries, recover 
from the Customer all loss of profits arising and/or take immediate possession 
of any Product held by the Customer, without prejudice to any other rights and 
without being liable to any party b) The customer agrees not to commence or 
continue or permit to be commenced or continued through it any suit or action 
against WWRD whilst the customer is in Default. 

18. JURISDICTION
All contracts and dealings with WWRD shall be deemed to be made in the State/
Territory nominated by WWRD and the Customer agrees to submit to the 
jurisdiction of the appropriate Courts in or nearest the Capital of that State/Territory.

To the fullest extent legally possible, all dealings between WWRD Australia Pty Ltd ABN & each of its subsidiaries, divisions, affiliates, associated companies 
& related entities & any successors & assigns [“WWRD”] & any Customer relating to any “Products” or transactions are subject to the following Terms 
& Conditions of Trade (“these Terms”) unless otherwise agreed in writing. 

General Commercial  
Terms & Conditions of Trade
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19. DESCRIPTION
WWRD will have fulfilled its obligations upon having available for delivery Products 
(plus or minus 5%) which comply with the generic description of what was ordered.

20. CREDIT LIMIT
If WWRD grants any credit facility or nominates any credit limit, this is an indication 
only of its intention at the time. WWRD can vary or withdraw any credit facility at 
its unfettered discretion, without liability to the Customer or any other party. 

21. WAIVER
If WWRD elects not to exercise any rights as a result of any Default, it shall not be or 
be deemed to be a waiver of any rights relating to any subsequent or other breach.  

22. NOTICE
The Customer will be deemed to have notice of any change to these Terms 
immediately they are adopted by WWRD whether or not the Customer has 
actual notice. The Customer shall be bound by any terms and conditions adopted 
by WWRD immediately they are so adopted, despite any other purported, pre-
existing or conflicting terms or conditions.

23. INDEMNITY
a) The Customer indemnifies WWRD against any claim or loss arising from or 
related to any dealing with WWRD or anything arising therefrom, including any 
liability arising under the Trade Practices Act any other law or as a result of any 
Default or otherwise b) nothing in these Terms will derogate from WWRD’s right 
to sue the Customer for any monies owed, for any damage, loss, liability or any 
other cause of action.

24. SECURITY FOR PAYMENT
a) The Customer will upon written request, charge in favour of WWRD (i) by way 
of fixed charge all its fixed plant and equipment, books of account, financial records, 
goodwill, documents of title and current and later acquired real and intellectual 
property (ii) by way of floating charge, the whole of the Customer’s other 
undertaking, property and assets, with payment of all monies owed to WWRD b) 
any charge will be in addition to and will not derogate from nor effect any security 
given to or otherwise obtained by WWRD.

25. PARTIAL DELIVERY/FORWARD ORDERS
The Customer agrees that if any forward order is placed a) to pay for so much of 
any order as is from time to time invoiced by WWRD b) no delay or failure to fulfil 
any part of any order or any alleged delay in or incomplete delivery shall entitle the 
Customer to cancel or vary any order or delay or reduce any payment. 

26. FORCE MAJEURE
WWRD will not be in default or in breach of any dealing with the Customer as 
a result of Force Majeure. Force Majeure means any thing or event beyond the 
reasonable control of WWRD and includes any strike or lock-out. 

27. INSOLVENCY
a) If the Customer commits or is involved in any act of insolvency, it agrees it shall 
be deemed in default under these terms b) An act of insolvency is deemed to 
include bankruptcy, liquidation, receivership, administration or the like. 

28. CARE OF PRODUCTS
a) WWRD disclaims any responsibility or liability relating to any Products utilised, 
stored, handled or cleaned incorrectly or inappropriately b) Customers must 
familiarise themselves with any published information about care of Products, by 
WWRD (including the website noted below at 30.) and must establish that they have 
observe such published information before making any claim for returns, c) WWRD 
shall not be liable for any claim, loss or expense on any basis, which may be sustained 
or incurred by any person by reason of any alleged variation between Products 
delivered and Products ordered.

29. RETURNS
a) WWRD will accept returns of Products for credit which are accepted by it in 
writing as faulty due to workmanship, faulty materials or negligence of WWRD b) 
credit will be for the full invoice value less any costs of return c) Products sold as 
other than first quality (e.g., seconds and run-out stock) may not be returned. 

30. WEBSITE
Customers are directed to the website: www.waterfordcrystal.com.au and should 
note that these Terms replace any Terms and Conditions of Sale (the "Conditions") 
which are superseded by these Terms.

31. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The customer agrees to use every effort to safeguard all intellectual property/Trade 
Marks and names of WWRD and WWRD Holdings Group (“Intellectual Property”) 
and to fully inform WWRD of any suspected improper or wrongful use thereof.

32. CONTINUITY OF LINES
WWRD makes no representation that any line of Products will continue forever 
and reserves the right to discontinue any line of Products upon reasonable public 
notice (including notice on its website referred to in 30.).

33. PLACE OF MANUFACTURE
a) WWRD manufactures or has manufactured Products where these can best be 
sourced and place of manufacture will be noted on Products b) as Products lines 
may be made from time to time in different places, some Products may vary slightly 
in characteristics (e.g.,  colour, shade, glaze, size, design prominence, finish etc) or 
may not exactly match existing Products if you are purchasing replacement items 
for a set or suite you already have c) Customers are expected to check matching 
before purchase as WWRD makes no warranty that Products will match Customer 
expectations arising from any published material, earlier or other Product runs or 
existing sets or suites.

34. GLAZING AND FIRED ITEMS
Glazed and fired Products are made from natural substances (clays, minerals etc) 
so expect natural variations to occur including in colour, shade, glaze, size, design 
prominence, finish etc b) Customers should check matching as noted in clause 33.

35. MINIMUM ORDERS
A surcharge will apply to orders that are deemed to be small orders.  It is the 
Customer’s responsibility to enquire whether a surcharge will apply at time of 
ordering. If your account has not achieved a $10,000 turnover in the preceding 12 
months, following the acceptance of any future order for Products, WWRD will issue 
the Customer with a letter stating 30 DAY ACCOUNT will be closed. All payments 
must be made in the currency stated in the invoice immediately. On receipt of 
payment the Products will be despatched to the Customer. If payment is not received 
and the Products are despatched the provisions within the T&Cs will apply.

36. CUSTOMER RESTRUCTURE
The Customer give WWRD at least 7 days advance notice in writing of any change 
in its structure or management including any change in director, shareholder or 
management or change in partnership or trusteeship and/or of the sale of any part 
of its business.

General Commercial  
Terms & Conditions of Trade





Fiskars Living Business
WWRD Australia Pty Ltd.

ABN 59 000 078 562

100 Holbeche Road, Arndell Park NSW 2148
Tel (02) 8665 8200 • Toll Free 1300 852 022 • Fax (02) 9831 1631 • Email info.aust@fiskars.com

waterfordcrystal.com.au

“Waterford Crystal” is part of the Fiskars portfolio of brands and trademarks.

For the latest product news, offers & events join us on Facebook, Instagram or Twitter at  
facebook.com/WaterfordCrystalAustralia instagram.com/waterfordcrystalaustralia twitter.com/WaterfordAU
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Waterford Crystal® is a registered trademark of ©WWRD.  All items in this catalogue have been included in good faith on the basis that they will be available from WWRD Australia.  
A failure by the supplier to deliver in accordance with samples, descriptions or at all or any other unintentional causes may result in some product being unavailable. All items in the catalogue 
are available from WWRD for the Australia and New Zealand market, yet may not be available in all locations. Colour of product is represented as closely as printing will allow. Illustrations 

are not to scale. The publication and the designs illustrated in it are protected by copyright.




